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the first thing you will need to do is to create a blank platform game. thats easy, simply create a new empty game and edit the properties. in this case, ive set the number of columns to 4, the number of rows to 2 and the frames per second to 40. below the rows and columns is the grid, and this is where youll notice that your grid is currently set to 16x16. theres
two ways of changing the grid size, so long as you use a power of 2 (eg. 16x16, 32x32, 64x64, etc). i suggest 16x16 as thats what this game uses, and it creates a nice balance between variety and play-ability. simply click the grid button, and a new grid will be generated with that size, and youll notice that you can also edit the size of your grid here. to create
the next level, simply place a platform in the bottom left hand corner. its important to note that placing platforms is done by clicking and dragging from the bottom right hand corner of the grid to the bottom left hand corner. the platforms are not locked in place once placed and can be dragged around the screen. now you may notice that you have no way of

grabbing your platforms, and this is because your platforms arent tied into the grid. to fix this, simply click the platforms from the grid and drag them into the grid. you will notice that as soon as you click on a platform from the grid, your cursor changes to a hand, and you can drag the platforms around the screen. next, lets add in some enemies. simply drag in
the enemy from the top left hand corner of the grid, and drag it down to fill the grid. now youll notice that the platforms are no longer locked into the grid, and can be dragged around freely. you can select and move an enemy by clicking and dragging on it. now you can place platform power-ups to create different gameplay. simply drag the power-up from the

top left hand corner of the grid to the platform, and then click and drag the platform downwards to fill the grid. once youre done, you can play the game by clicking play. at this point, you should know how to make the game work. theres not much to explain or document as its all right there, and thats why i really like platago platform game maker. it puts
everything into one neat package, you can use the manual to make the game as complex as you want or as simple as you want, and its all done in one intuitive interface. there are a few limitations, but for the most part, they are really easy to work around. while you can only create 4 levels at a time, you can use the manual to change the grid size at any time,
and it will save the changes. also, platago platform game maker has a very limited scripting engine, but if youre willing to put in the time, you can learn how to work around it. ive only just begun to scratch the surface with platago, but i cannot wait to see what my friends make with it. ive also played some of the games created with it, and they are quite fun, if

you can find a decent game to play with it.
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looking for ready made system we have 1491 laptop computers in our database that can run platago! super platform game maker. we take over 815 gaming laptops under $1000. check our full compare laptops chart for the right systems or these best deals we've picked out below. the game is out in the western world today, and platago! hadnt posted the full
instructions for a few hours yet when im writing this. i will be looking forward to a full english guide once theyre up, and ill update with the link when i find it. at the time of writing, here is what you need to know to create your own platformer. platago! is a game creation tool for the nintendo 3ds. it has a focus on great play controls and fun, fast-paced gameplay,
and is great for the casual game maker. you can also create side-scrolling platformers and even full 3d adventures. theres no fancy 3d modelling tools, but you can also use a nintendo ds stylus to draw out your level, and its free to make a game with. you wont get all the bells and whistles like the full paid version of unity3d, but you will be able to use the tools

and the knowledge you learn to create great games. ive got a few games created so far myself, but ill be looking forward to making some more with the full version when its available. as well as steam, the game is available on the nintendo eshop in japan, and is priced at 2 980 yen. download it from the nintendo eshop now. i will be testing the game for the
next few days, and ill post a full review once its out on the eshop. check out the trailer for the game and a few of my own creations below. 5ec8ef588b
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